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roundings little affected by change in styles of architecture.
Manor houses were too diverse to admit of easy generalization,
but possibly it would be true to say that the richer the owners
the more likely that their dwellings would conform to modern
taste in architecture. The citizen in the town usually lived in a
wooden or half-timbered house several stories high, with each
story overhanging the one below. The object of this device
was apparently to provide space and shelter for a stall on which
to display merchandise in the narrow street. The ground floor
included both shop and workshop, and the master, his family,
probably his apprentices, and possibly journeymen, lived in
the upper stories. In the country, there was no need for over-
hanging stories, but here, also, the houses of the middle class
were usually wooden or half-timbered unless there was an
ample supply of stone but a lack of trees in the vicinity. Prob-
ably the famous description William Harrison wrote for Holm-
shed's Chronicle, at the beginning of the last quarter of the
sixteenth century, was still true fifty or even a hundred years
later. 'The greatest part of our building in the cities and good
townes of England, consisteth onclie of timber, for as yet few
of the houses of the communaltie (except here & there in the
West countrie townes) are made of stone, although they may
(in my opinion) in diuerse other places be builded so good
cheape, of the one as of the other9,1 Confirmatory evidence is
provided by the many proclamations issued both by James I
and Charles I to regulate building in London* They attempted
to confine new buildings to old foundations and to prescribe
that their outer walls should be of brick or stone-, a brick and
a half thick, and that each story should be 10 feet high. James
declared that it was his wish that it should be said of him that,
while he had found the houses of the city and suburbs of Lon-
don of sticks, he had left them of bricks.2 Harrison goes on to
say that, in the Fen district and in the North, houses were built
of stakes and wattle and that in many places a few upright
and cross posts formed a framework between which clay-covered
panels kept out the wind and rain, A foreign traveller, writing
about ninety years later, gives the best description of houses
then. At Plymouth, for example, he says the buildings were
antique and constructed according to the English fashion, being
1 Harrison, Description of England, ed, F. J. Furnivall (1(877), p. 233*
a Proclamation of 16 July 1615.

